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STATISTICAL SAMPLING IN INTERtiAL CONTROL SYSTEMS ITY

USING THE A.O.Q.L.-SYSTEM

by Ruud H.Veenstra - C.P.A. ~registeraccountant) and Koos Kriens ~)

1. INTRODUCTION

Although sínce the early thirties some authoritative Dutch auditors

have objected to the application of statistical sampling in auditing on

theoretical grounds, sampling today is generally accepted as an alternative

for the verification of all details. (For a short reflection on Dutch

Auditing Conce~ts, see appendix I). The arguments used against the

application of statistical sampling have been disproved or superseeded by

f~~rther developments of the theory of auditing 1). Statistical sampling in

auditing leads to a well-justi`ied, quantified opinion on the character-

istics of the population under investigation.

Various sampling methods have been developed for use in auditíng 2).

Most of these methods are geared to test whether a population has a certain

property or to estimate a certain qualitative or quantitative charac-

teristic of a population. None of these methods, however, take into

consideration the possibility of correction of arrors found. tieverthe-

less, there exist situations in which it can be very important to design

the sampli~g system in such a way that the quality of the population

investigated meets minimum quality requirements set by management, after

the examination .i~ made.



In this article a sampling method will be described in which errors

found always have to be corrected. This sampling method, referred to as

the AOQL-system ;Average Outgoing Quality Limit-system; 3) assumes that it

is passible and makes sense to correct errors. The method focusses on the

quality of the population after the examination. As will be demonstrated

this method is particularly applicable as an internal control method in

the accounting function.

A detailed comparison of the traditional hypothesis testing approach and

the AOQL-system is given in appendix III.

We first discuss the ~.nternal control area in relation to the

accounting function. Further, we will describe the general requirements to

be set to a sampling syst em for use in the accounting function and the

conditions under which such a system can be used in an efficient and

effective way. Thereafter a general description of the AOQL-system will

follow, as well as a description of an application of the method by Ahold,

a major Dutch retail company, which has successfully used the AOQL-system

for some time.~t)
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2. INTERNAL CONTROL AND THE ACCOUNTING FUNCTION

Auditing can be defined as examining that transactions are in

agreement, or information is in agreement, with certain predefined require-

ments. In the business environment such requirements primarily are set by

1aw and the highest level of management of the company. In addition fhe

established opinions of various groups related to the corporation and the

community as a whole play an important role in defining such requir~:~nents.

Internal control is defined in this paper as any audit within a companv,

which is not a specialized audit function (i.e. an audit function which is

not assigned to a separate audit group). Internal controls in general are

established to ensure that the assets and equity of the company are

continuously used in the most efficient and effective way within the

objects af the company, of course giving consideration to the law and other

rules set by the community.

Although management has an overall responsibilitv for the ef`ect-

iveness and efficiency of internal control, the accounting function tias

the primary responsibility for supplying reliable information in all

aspects. A consequence of this is that the recording of financial infor-

matinn cannot be separated from the internal control over the information

to be recorded. Tl~is internal control performed by the accounting function

is directed to determine that all recorded information gives a comple~e and

correct financial view of the business activities. Since internal controi

can only be carried out to a limited extent by direct observation, an

important part of the performed internal control procedures will take place

thróugh verifying that all documents come from the proper source (e.g.

external documents from suppliers,internal documents from the related

responsible employee or department) and that all prescribed procedures

concerning the related document and all authorization limits are obeyed.
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The specifically developed system of internal control to be applied by a

company is defined by its description of pracedures and funct~cns,

responsibilities, and authorizations. Another important internal control

measure performed by the accounting function is the determination that the

information obtair,ed from various employees and departments concerning the

same values do agree with each other. This balanced relationship within

the structure of the movements of goods and money is enclosed in the do~;oie

entry system and is best evidenced by it.

As shown above, recording without internal control is not feasible

for a proper functioning of the accounting. This internal control f~ncti~n

of accounting is the subject of this paper. In certain cases ít is
.-CC-----L L- J-1---L- ---4.,.- .- ...J.L .-.~4:..:4:.~.~ 4.- .-..-.~.~~.~L~ :.-.4 1 ......i:4
CI I1llClll. lU UC1Cl~Cl.C I.GLICl111 dUUll. Sl.:l1V111C5 lU a JCFJt]1dl.C 1I11.Cï1:-~1 aUUil.

department. For those specialized audit activities, this paper, and i~

particular the AOQL-system, is applicable too. For simplicity's sake,

however,and since no diff~rences in principle do exist, this distinction is

not always indicated. As far as audit activities are concerned, the

assumption is made that no internal control activities are carríed out by a

specialized audit function, but that the audit is based on a well developed

internal control system. To the extent that the auditor does carry cu't

internal control functions the AOtQL-system of sampling shouid appiy.
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3. REi~UIREM~ NTS TO BE SET TO A SAMPLING SYSTEM AND

OT1itR LONDITIONS TO 9E MET

The requirements for a sarnpling system to be used by the accounting

departments in relation to internal control are the same as those in

external auditing. They will be summarized below. Thereafter a number of

additional conditions will be specified.

A general starting point is that the planning and execution of the sample

have to be carried out in such a way that a valid evaluation is possibie.

It speaks for itself that the form of the conclusion has to be taken

directly fram the objective of the related internal control activities

viewed as a part of the total system of internal control activities ~see

section 2). Based on these assumptions the following conditions have to 5e

met:

- the population has to be defined in an unequivocal and clear way;

- the characteristics of the population to be ínvestigated have to be

defined in an unequivocal and clear way including the definition of an

ecror. This means that all other aspects of the population will not be

included in this investigation and, accordingly, to the extent these

characteristics are of importance for internal control, they have to be

examined in some other way;

- the selection of the elements to be included in the sample has to be

done on a random basis, i.e. independent of the characteristics to be

investigated.
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In add:tion to }hese general requirements, it has to be possible to

correct errors found. The sampling system must give the oaportunity tc

correct errors in a way that, after carrying out the internal audit

activities, tne remaining errors do not exceed the limit determined by

manayement. This is a d.ifferent starting point than in case of the

auditor. The audltor's primary concern is to determine to what extent the

population neets certain requirements. Should ttie population not meet

those requirements ,already subject to internal control), then the auditor

will report this, whereafter manayement of the company can take cocrective

action.

The responsi5ility of the accounting departments goes further, and s?so

includes certain corrective action within its authorization limits. As

will be demonstrated in the followinq section the a00L-samni;~g system

meets aii reauirements mentioned above. Also, in the case where the

population does not completely meet the qu3lity requirements set by

manageme~t before the audit takes place, the cost benefits of sampling

still remain to a large extent. Only when a certain error limit in t~~e

original uncorrected population is exceeded do all benefits compared to a

100 percent examination disappear.



Furthermore, in general the following conditions will have to be met in

order to justify this sampling system:

- a certain tolerance concerning the number of errors which remain, has

to be acceptable and has to be formulated in statistical terms (see

following sectionsi;

- application of the sampling method only comes into consideration when

the savinys resulting from not completely examining all details exceed

the additional costs related to the set-up and preparation of the

sample. T7e set-up, preparation and carrying-out of the sample have to

be oryanized in a wav that all requirements consistentl,v are ~net. This

relates especially to the statistical requirements; otherwise, the

conclusions drawn may not be justified. Measures have to be taken to

reduce the risk of employees and~or third parties who have an interest

in the outcome of the re;ated internal control measure, abusing the

potential knowledge or presumption that the related audit activities 3re

carried out on a sampling basís.

In gen?ral it cannot be indicated how these requirements can be met, al-

though section 5 discusses the solutions chosen in the described situ-

ation.



4. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AOQL-SAMPLING SYSTEM

A valid samplinq system has to meet the general requirements

explained in section 3. The Average Outgoing Quality Limit-system ';AOQL)

does so. In addition, however, it meets the requirements that errors

which remain in the annual populatíon do not exceed a certain chosen

l.imit. Through the obligation to correct errors found, this sampling

syste:n can give guarantees concerning the quality of the population after

ttie audit and after cor:ecting errors found. Erom this point of view the

name reflects cocre~tly the essence of this sampliny system.
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The AOQL-systwn rvorks as follows:

- the maximura amount of errors that is acceptable on an annual basis

after the examination being made has to be determined. From here, the

maximum acceptable fraction of errors for the whole year can be cal-

culated. The fraction of errors can also relate to individual items;

- the total population (i.e. annual population) has to be divided into a

number of sub-populations, e.g. 12 month populations or 52 week

populations. As will be explained later on, the choice is dependent on

a number of factors throuyh which one tries to reach an optimum

situation, relative to the total number of items to be examined in

detail;

- from each sub-populaticn a statistical sample is taken of n items and

for each sub-population an acceptance limit of ko is set. When more

errors than ko are found in a sub-population, this sub-population is

rejected and examined in detail;

- all errors Found in the sample or in full examinations of

sub-populations are corrected.

The choice of the sample size n and the acceptance limit ko for each sub-

population depends on the total size of the sub-population ;Ni and on the

maximum acceptable fraction of errors chosen after examination of the

annual population (pm). When N is given and pm is chosen, various pairs of

n and k meet the requirements set. Table 1 presents these pairs for0
~iífferent ranges of the sub-population size N and p~n - 0.01.
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i
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Í
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;
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~
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~

2
~
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~
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~
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'
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~
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j

2 ;
~

190 3 245
i
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~

5;

~
j

) i I I I ; j j
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~

37 U j 85 ;

I

1 I

I
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I
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1
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I
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t

135 I
I 2 Ij 195 I~ 3 250 4 I 435 ' 7,I ó35 10 i~

20,C01-SO,U00 ( d5 ~ 1 ~ 135 I
I

2
i

255 ' 4 380
I

6~ 575 I 9 ~ 990 15 ~
i j ~ Í I j ~

50,001-1U0,000 j~ 85 Í 1j ~ 135 ~ 2 255 4,j 445 7 790 ~; 12 ~ 152D
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-~
Table 1 Yalues of n and k for p - 0.01 4)o m
Pm - fraction of errors which at e maximum n~ay remaln in the enru al

population aftar the axan~inatian

N - number of ite~s in the aub-population

n : sa~ple eize for each aub-population

k - acceptance limit for each eub-population0

p - fraction of erroro in aub-populetion before examination
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In many cases information about the presumable value of p may be obtained

from previous examinations. In those cases tables like the above indicate

at which combination of n, k the expected volume of audit work, sampling

and complete audits of sub-populations toqether will be the minimum.

When few errors are expected the smallest possible sample size n of course

is the best. Also. freedom of choice exists concerning the stratification

of the annual population in sub-populations. It is recommended not to

choose too small a number of sub-populations (for statistical reasons and

because of potential complete examinations when sub-populations are

reje~.ted1. The n~mber of sub-populations should not be smaller than 10.

In addition, it is recommended to look for sub-divisions of populations

which are used for ot~er purposes (e.g. internal reporting for each week,

month or period).

For a further discussion of the statistical backqround and the

farmulas we refer to appendix II to this article.
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5. DESCRIPTION UF THE APPI-ICATICN QF THE AOQL-SAMPLING

SYSTEM IN INTERNAL CONTROL

5.1 The case---------------

In this section the application of the AOQL-sa~npling system will

be described for retail chain stores. It concerns purchases at one of the

s~bsidiaries of the Ahold-Group.

The goods are directly delivered to the stores by the suppliers.

Ir.voices are sent by the suppliers to headquarters. Based thereon the

stores are charged. These charges are processed bv the computerized

charge system which adds each invoice line to a master file.

Discount and VAT are recorded centrally and are nnt part of this system.

ïn t~e pas't this file was completely exami~ed by the contral administrative

departrnent on an irnoi~e line by invoice line basis in order to determine

whethnr the number of yoods invoiced did agree wit.h the number of goods

r::c~ortad as received by the stoces. Differences were investigate~i and, if

necessary, contact was made with the rela`ed supplier. Differances were

settled through credit invoices.

The ,~OQL-application to be descrihed is to ~.ompare the invoiced quantities

of gnods on the suppliers invoices with the quantities of goods received

by the various stores as described above on a sampling basis.



Tf~is examination will only be one part of the total system of

internal control rneasures, as described in general in section 2. Using a

different audit measure, a full examination takes place on the prices

charged by the suppliers, discounts given, VAT, etc. This examination and

other audit measures are not relevant for the AOQL-system and will not be

d:scussed any further. In addition, it is pointed out that the require-

ments for the application have been agreed to by all parties involved under

the described circumstances. The reader should consider the Following

description as an illustration only. Under other circumstances, different

reyuirements may be necessary.

5.2 Desi nin the sample-----------`~---~-----------

Sased on the considerations described in section 3 the AOQL-system

was chosen. For ttie final conclusions it was desired to formulate p,~ in

the form of a dollar amount. Although the examination is directed to

quantities, it ís possible to perform the examination based on the dollar-

unit sampling method by using the charges in dollars as a base.

As sub-population the dollars charged to all stores in a certain period are

taken. Credit invoice lines (mainly relatinq to returned packing mate-

rials) will not be included in the sample and are exclc.ided from the po-

~ulation. The same applies, as will be shown later, for invoice lines ~f

certain suppliers which are not included in the sample, but are examined ~n

full. After havinq clearly determined the population, the charactzristics

to be investigated have to be further formulated.
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Already indicated is that dollars invoiced by suppliers are used as base.

A dollar examined has to be considered as an error when the company did

not receive the rounter value in goods from the related supplier.

A dollar selected is not directly related to goods received. Every dollar

i.s part of an invoice line in this application, and the tctal invoice line

will have to be included in the examination. In order not to put an

unnecessary burden on those who carry out the :3ctual examination, a

slightly modified error definition is chosen.

a selected dcllar which is represented by the related invoice line will be

considered an error when such a negative differance occurs between t~e

number of items mentioned in the invuice line and the number of items

received, that this difference, multiplied bv the prices inclr~ded in the

file, exceeds a certain amount.

The dollars to be included in the sample have been selected through

a systematic sample, since this was considered to be easier than a ra~~dom

sample. In the case decribed, the systematic selection can be considered

to be equivalent to a random sample, since it is assumed that there is no

pattern of error in the population of dollars.



In addition to the abovementioned choices relating to the qeneral

points ,defining the population, defining the characteristics to be

investigated , the error definition and the choice of the method to select

elements in the sample), the following choices have been made for the

actual application of the AOQL-system 'see also section 4j.

- The amount chosen leads to p„ 1 per cent. This means that tne

requirement is set, that the annual amount of charqes for which no

yoods are delivered in the most unfavourable situation amounts to ~.o

more than 1 per cent of the total amount of charges after the

examination. (From a statistical point of view there is alwa~s a

small probability that in any given year a larger error remains, !~ut

this ;~robability can be neglected. On the other hand, in most

cases the annual error left will be muc;-~ lower than 1 per cent.'.

- The ar,nual population is divideri in 52 week populations. This

choice is based on the fact that the reForting by the stores and

the information flow is organized on a weekly basis.

- The choice of n a~d k. Based on p- 1á, the weekly popula-m
tion N being always larger than 10,OC0 and the eYpected low v31~~e5

of the fractions of errors before exarnination (p~, the samp~e size n

and the acceptance limit ko can be read from the table in secFinn a.

In this way sample size n is determined tt, be 85 (dollar~invoic~

lines for each week) and the acceptance :imit ko - 1. Rejection ~,as

to folluw when more than 1 error is found. In that case the reiated

week population has to be examined in full. Al1 errors founri will ~e

corrected.



5.3 The preearation-and-the-carr~ins-out of the samele

As indicated in section 3 care has to be taken that:

- audit activities carried out through samples are organized in such a

way that all statistical and other requirements are continuously met;

- interested parties cannot abuse the potential knowledge or suspection

that the related activities are carried out on a sample basis.

To meet the firs~ requirement the selection of the dollar~invoice lines to

be examined is done outside the administrative department which carries c~ut

the audit activities. As far as the selection is concerned in the proce-

dure described below, it takes place within the ECP-system. The extarnal

~ ~~y Ou~ il~ I~ICauditor is involved to a large extent in the set-~~n and carr;~~~~ ``"

test. In the automatíc preparation of the list of dollar,! im oice iic~es to

be eY3mined, a list of c.redit invoice .lines incL~~;ed in the file and a list

of ail i nvoice lines of suppliers excl~~ded from the sample are also

prepared. These two lists are examined in full.

~as far as the second point is concerned additional measures have

been taken to ensure that suppliers are not systematically sending

incorrect invoices without being noticed. In short it means that certain

suppliers are examined in full and that, when noting errors in the sample,

not only corrective action will he taken concerning the sample application,

but also that the invoicing of the related supplier is further investi-

gated, both retrospectively and prospectively.



Eventually invoices of those suppliers can be eliminated from the sample

in the future. This Hay of designing the application has two advantages:

- the populations in general will include few errors and will have to be

rejected very seldom, and, accordingly, examined in full very seldom;

- 'careless' suppliers get more attention.

A complete step by step description of the procedure is available from

the authors 5).

5-4----Savin~s

The application described resulted in a considerable saving of costs

of internal control, resulting from a substantial decrease in the nucnber of

invoice lines to be examined. The total number of invoice lines to be

examined ís limited to 52 x 85 - 4,420 invoice lines per year, plus the

invoices of suppliers excluded from the sample which are examined in full

and in a limited number of cases where the number of errors found exceeded

the acceptance limit ko the complete week population. A compensating

factor is the cost of the set-up of the sampling system (once) and the

weekly cost of selection of the dollar~invoice lines to be included in the

sample. The latter costs wi11 be relatively small as soon as the sampie

selection becomes routine. The conclusion is that the more the sub-popuïa-

tion -increases in size, the more savings increase relatively. Thís ~s

clearly demonstrated in the table included in section 4, especially

considering the relationship between N(size of sub-population) and n

(sample size). The minimum sample size (n) increases by a size of the

sub-population (N) from 100, 500, 5000, 10,000 and more than 10,000

repectively, to only 27, 35, 36, 37 and 85 respectively; the value of

ko is always ko - 0, except for n- 85, where ko - 1.
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As far as the preparation of the sample is c~~ncerned, we would like to

recall that in the application described, the preparation is highly

automatized. When automatization is possible, selecting the dollars or

items to be examined is a relatively easy task, and, accordingly, a cheap

one. In cases where selection has to be done by hand, these costs will

beco:ne slightly higher.

5.5 Relationship with the external audlt
-------------------------------------------

;as far as the external audit is concerne~ no changes have taken

place relative to the past situation. The audit activities concerninq the

evaluation of the set-up and actual carrying out nf the system of internal

control, remains in principle the same. The auditor will have to convince

„i~~~s~1` t~at i~~ set-uN, peèparaéion and carrying ou't the sample meets the

predefined requirements. I!~ the case described ttie auditor has faund the

system of internal control, inclusive the application of the .yJí~l-sampling

system, adequate. He carried out a sample of purchase invoices both befoce

and after the implementation of the sampling system, using the method of

discovery sar.?pling.

A proper application of .aOUL-sampling in internal control does not have any

rrajo~ consequence for the external auditor. L'onclu~ing: the savings of

internal audit costs mentioned in section 5.4 remains outweigh any

disadvantage. The application of the sample syste~n described for

administrative and internal control purposes is therefore to be recommen~ied

in many cases.



APPENDIX I

DUTCH AUDITItiG CONCEPTS

Since the 1920ies Dutch .4uditing Concepts have been based on a system

approach foct~ssing on a network of interrelated control totals concer~ing

movements of goods and cash flows. To guarantee the completeness of the

financial statements to be audited, several conditions of internal control

have to be fulfilled such as an adequate seqregation of functions, adequate

limitations of authorizations, an adequate accounting system and some other

measurements to control business and to safeguard assets. To verify the

correctness of the recorded transactíons and balances, it was standard

auditing procedure in The Netherlands until the 1960ies to verify in

details at least all purchase transactions, all payments of any kind and

all balance sheet items as at the balance sheet date. The correctness of

the other items in the profit and loss account which are not verified fully

in details and the completeness of the profit and loss account and the

completeness of the balance sheet items was and is established on both the

examination of the internal control and the consistencv of the network of

interrelated control totals; the examination has to be finalized by a

profound analytícai review by the auditor who is thoroughly trained in

business economy theories. Of old in Dutch Auditing Theory much attenticn

was paid to the interrelations within the company as an integrated system.

In later years the auditing concepts have evolved in the direction of more

emphasis on examination of internal control (review of the set-up of the

system of internal control and compliance testing) and replacing full veri-

fication of details by statistical sampling (substantive testing and dual

testíng).
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APPENDIX II

STATISTICAL DtSCRIPT;ON OF THE AOQL-SYSTEM

Using the AOQL-sampling system, one first takes a sample of size n

from a population of V items. The population is only accepted if the

number of incorrect items in the sample is smaller than or equal to an

acceptance lim~c ko, to be chosen, and rejected when this number is larger

than ko.

Rejection irnplies a full examination of the complete population.

All incorrect elenents found in the sample or in the complete exainination

are corrected or repiaced by proper items.

Whe~~ p is the fraction of incorrect items in the populati.on hefore the

examination and k 6~' the number of incorrect items in the sampls, the

probabilities

(1 ) P~ k~ ko ï' N, n, p~

and

(2) P~ k) k i N, n, P~ ,0
to accept or to reject respectively, can be computed, given the values of

N, n and p.
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The fraction of incorrect items which remains in the population is in the

first case p, or somewhat smaller when in the sample k ~o c k~ ko)

errors are found, and in the second case equal to zero. The average value

p of the remaining fraction of incorrect items (- Average Outqoing Quality)

can be easily computed by wheighing these values with the probabilities

(3) P ~k - k ~ V, n, ~ (o ~ k~k ).0

Figure 1 shows the graphical relationship between p and p.

Since in practice one doesn't know the value of p, even for given values of

~~, n and ko, the actual value of p cannot be calculated. We can, how-

ever, compute the maximum pm of p as a function of p, when ~1, n and ko

are given; pm is the socalled Average Outgoíng Quality Limit ~- aOQI).

In practice pm is chosen in advance and then for a given value of

V, various pairs of n and ko can be calculated so that the requirements

as to pm are met, cf table 1 in section 4. The freedom which remains can

be used to reduce the expected total number of examinations in the sample

and in full examinations toqether. The optimum itself depends on

the a~tual value of p, so that the freedom can only be effectively used

when certain ínformation about p is available, e.g. from the past. The

table quoted above, mentions the most favourable pairs for pm - 0.01 and

various ranges for N.
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The value pm is an average value. Since in applicatons as described in

this article, in fact an epinion will have to be expressed in the way "the

remaining fraction of errors" or "the incorrectly remaining amount" is so

much at a maximu~ per year, it is recommended to split the annual popu-

lation into ~eek or month populations.

The probability that the annual average of p is smaller than Pm is

increased in this way. F~~rthermore it is very unlikely that all sub-

populations to be examined have the most unfavourable fraction errors p

before the ~xa.mination. The probability that pm will be exceeded in a

given year, can only be caiculat.ed if the a priori distribution of ~ i~~

known.

Although this will not be the case in qeneral,it seems reasonable to

assume that the annual averaae of p wi 1 1 he SlIia11Pr than r, except
m

for a probabilitv to be neglPCted. For this reason pm is ~ot interpreted

as an average in section 4, but as a fraction of errors which Tay remain in

the annual popu'ation at a maximum. For a thorough treatrnent of the system

we refer to the book of ~odge and Romig (page 37-39). 3)

`

1
P

Figure 1
The relationship between p(the average fraction of errors after the
examination) and ~(the fraction of errors before the examínation) for
given values of V, n and ko 7).



APPENDIX III

Comparison of auditing for major errors and the AOQL-system

The sampling method mainly used in auditing in The Netherlands is a kind of

hypothesis testing, corresponding to discovery sampling in North america.

It is called "Auditing for major errors" and is applied in si~uations in

which one doesn't expect the errors looked for will be present, but jr~st to

get more evidence a random sample is taken (mostly of dollar-units,

sometimes of entries). The observation of only one error of the type in

question is sufficient to decide that additional audit actions should be

performed.

Statistically speaking, the auditor tests the null hypothesis

C4) Ho : P - 0

against the alternative hvpothesis

~5) H~ : p~0 .

If n represents sample size and k the number of errcrs in the samp?e, he

wants the probability P~k- 0~ n,p~ to be small, e.g.

L Oo, if p~ p~, thus

(6) P ~ k - OIn,pJ ~ Oo.

Using the hypergeometric or the binomial distribution Function one can

easily derive the minimum sample size needed to satisfy (6).

In many situations it is directly clear from the context whether auditing

for major errors or the AOQL-system should be applied.

For cases in which both procedures can be considered, we present a summary

of the differences between the methods in order to simplify the choíce of

one or the other, paying attention to two aspects, the type of errors and

the conclusions to be drawn.



Auditing for major errors AOQL-system

Comparisan relating to errors

1. The errors which are looked for Errors which are looked for in
are without question unacceptable. the audit, are considered in
One does not expect them to occur, first instance to be minor
but when in fact they do occur, errors, or errors just occurring
one wishes to find at least one in particular periods.
such error in the sample iF the
n~;mber of major errors exceeds a
certain ~raction of the total.

2. Errors d~sco~,ered do not need to
be corrected. ~

Errors discovered ~~nust be
corrected.

3. If one or more errors occur in
the sampie, further checks or
other actions must be made. What
these additional checks or other
actions include is exclusively a
orofesGi,,nal a,udit decision.

If the number of errors exceeds
the acceptance limit k, the
whole sub-population most be
checked and corrected because of
the sampling method chosen.

~~mparisen relating to the type of conciusion reached

~. The conclusions based on the
sample are conditional:
if the error-fraction amounts
to more than p1, the probability
that no major error is seen in
the sampie, is, at most, equal
to 0. ~o the results only
rela~e to the sampled populations
with more tnan an error-fraction p1.

The conclusions based on the
sample are unconditional:
avera,ed over all populations,
the remaining proportion of
errors, after checking, is at
most equal to the chosen
AOQL-value p .m



5. Statistically speaking, the conclu-
sions concern one specific popula-
tion (for instance a whole year's
population). These conclusions do
not change in cases where, For
technical auditing reasons, the
population is splitted into sub-
populations. The whole annual
population will either be accepted,
or rejected.

6. The (conditional) probability of
an inaccurate conclusion is not
negligible.

Statistically speaking, the con-
clusions pertain to a series oF
populations (for example 12
monthly populations), which
should satisfy on the average
certain requirements after the
check. The acceptance or rejec-
tion of one of these populations
has no influence on the accep-
tance or rejection of the other
populations.

The (unconditional) conclusions
apply, except for a negligible
probability, and so are almost
sure; one accepts the fact that
a number of errors will possibly
remain.



Footnotes

1) For a Dutch summary of the most important literature and a dis-
cussion of the most important points, we refer to J.Kriens and
A.C.Dekkers: 'Steekproeven in de accountantscontrole', Stenfert
Kroese (1979).

2) Confer e.g.:
H.Arkin, Handbook of Sampling for Auditing and Accounting,
Mc Graw-Hill Book Company, 2nd Edition, New York (1974);
D.M.Roberts, Statistical Auditing, American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, New York (1978);
A.A.Arens and J.K.Loebbecke, Applications of Statistical Sampling in
Auditing, Prentice Hall, Englewoord Cliffs (1981).

3) This sampling system was originally developed for use in the
manufacture of communication apparatus and equipment for the Bell
Telephone System and fírst published in 1941.
We refer to the standardwork by H.F.Dodge and H.G.Romig, Sampling
Inspection Tables, John Wiley and Sons, 2nd Edition, New York
(1959). A discussion of this method in an auditing context can be
found in the book by Arkin, and in R.M.Cyert and H.J.Davidson,
Statistical Sampling for Accounting Information, Prentice Hali,
Englewood Cliffs (1962).

This table is taken from the book by H.F.Dodge and H.G.Romig.

5) Requests have to be directed to:
R.H.Veenstra
Nederlandse Accountants Maatschap~Touche Ross Nederland
Jan van Goyenkade 11
1075 HP Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Telex 17194 NAMAD.

6) Stochastic variables are underlined in this appendix.

7) In this figure different scales are used for each axís. As a
consequence the tangent to the curve lies in p- o above the
bisector.
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03. F. Boekema

04. P.T.W.M. Veugelers

05. F. Boekema

06. P, van Geel

07. J. H.M. Donaers,
F.A.M. van der Reep

08. R.M.J. Heuts

09. B.B. van der Genugten

10. J. Roemen
11. J. Roemen

12. M.D. Merbis

13. P. Slangen

14. M.D. Merbis
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Building and analyzing an jan.
econometric model with the
use of a hybrid computer;
part I.
System properties of the jan.
interplay model -
Decentralisatie en regionaal maart
sociaal-economisch beleid
Een monetaristisch model voor maart
de Nederlandse economie
Morfologie van de "Wolstad", april
Over het ontstaan en de ont-
wikkeling van de ruimtelijke
geleding en struktuur van
Tilburg.
Over de (on)mogelijkheden mei
van het model van Knoester.

De betekenis van het monetaire
beleid voor de Nederlandse eco-
nom;e; pre~~ntatie ván een ana-
lyse aan de hand van een een-
voudig model

The use of non-linear trans-
formation in ARIMA-MOdels when
the data are non-Gaussian
distributed

mei

juni

Asymptotic normality of least
squares estimators in auto-
regressive linear regression
models. juni
Van koetjes en kalfjes I juli
Van koetjes en kalfjes II juli

On the compensator
Part I
Problem formulation and prelimi-
naries juli

Bepaling van de optimale beleids-
parameters voor een stochastisch
kasbeheersprobleem met continue
controle aug.

Linear - Quadratic - Gaussian
Dynamic Games aug.
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15. P. Hinssen
J. Kriens
J. Th. van Lieshout

Een kasbeheermodel onder
onzekerheid sept.

16. A. Hendriks en
T, van der Bij-Veenstra

17. F.W.M. Boekema
A.J. Hendriks
L.H.J. Verhoef

18. B. Kaper

19. P.F.P.M. Nederstigt

20. J.J.A, t9oors

21. J. Plasmans
H. Meersman

22. J. Plasmans
H. Meersman

23. B.B. van der Genugten

24. F.A. Kense

25. R.T.P. Wiche

26. J.A.M. Oonincx

"Van Bedrijfsverzamelgebouw
naar Bedrijvencentrum" okt.

Industriepolitiek, Regionaal
beleid en Innovatie okt.

Stability of a discrete-time,
macroeconomic disequilibrium
mode 1.

Over de toepasbaarheid van
het Amerikaanse 'Diagnosis
Related Group'-systeem in
Nederland

Auditing and Bayes' Estimation

An Econometric Quantity Ratio-
ning Model for the Labour
Market.

okt.

nov.

nov.

nov.

Theorieën van de werkloos-
heid. nov.

Een model ter beschrijving van
de ontwikkelina van de veestapel
in Nederland. nov.

De omzet~artikel concentratie-
curve als beleidsinstrument nov.

Populaire wetten~specificatieve
wetten, oftewel
Over het ethisch en maatschap-
pelijk belang van een korrekte
interpretatie van generische
uitspraken

Micro-computers, standaard-
pakketten, administratieve
gegevensverwerking en infor-
matieverzorging

dec.

dec.



IN 1983 REEDS VERSCFiENEN

O1. F. Boekema Enterprise Zones.
L. Verhoef Vormen Dereguleringszones een

adequaat instrument van regio-
naal sociaal-economisch beleid? jan.
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